ABSTRACT Finite network lifetime severely limits the usage of sensor networks. To prolong the lifetime, researchers adopt mobile chargers to recharge sensors with external power sources. Prior studies customarily assumed that a mobile charger sequentially visits and charges sensors. However, this method is inefficient, since it normally incurs considerable charging waiting time. To address the limitation, in this paper, we propose to replenish sensors with a mobile worker carrying multiple portable chargers. The worker simultaneously charges multiple sensors in a small region by deploying the chargers onto the sensors. We claim that this parallel charging mode significantly reduces waiting time incurred per sensor and thus improves charging efficiency. Based on the novel design, this paper contributes two novel approaches called periodic multi-charger (PMC) and on-demand multi-charger (OMC). The PMC offers guaranteed and sustainable power supplies via periodic charging schedules, while the OMC derives charging schedules in real time to adapt to the dynamism in energy consumption patterns. Both the algorithms achieve high charging efficiency by simultaneously charging sensors with multiple chargers in each charging round. Performance evaluation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and competitiveness of our approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy is the key factor which constrains the performance of wireless sensor networks. As traditional sensor networks are mainly powered by batteries, they can only operate for a limited period of time depending on battery capacities. Thus, finite network lifetime is widely regarded as a fundamental performance bottleneck which severely limits the usage of sensor networks.
To prolong the network lifetime, extensive research efforts have been made in recent years [1] - [17] . Typical strategies employed fall into two categories. One category aims to reduce energy consumption via conventional methods such as duty cycling, data compression, and dynamic routing [21] . Such solutions are effective to some degree, but network lifetime is still determined by limited battery capacity. Another category utilizes the energy harvesting technique to relieve the energy limitation by replenishing sensors via thermal, mechanical, or electromagnetic energy captured from ambient environments [22] , [23] . Nevertheless, their success for sensor networks remains limited in practice. This is because the proper operation of any energy-harvesting technique heavily depends on the environment. Further, the size of an energy-harvesting device may pose a concern in deployment, particularly when the size of such a device is of much larger scale than the sensor that it is attempting to power.
Recently, researchers started to adopt mobile chargers to recharge sensors with external power sources. Different from energy harvesting techniques that acquire dynamic and unreliable power supplies, the mobile chargers are capable of offering stable and reliable power sources for sensor networks, and thus enable sustainable system operations. With recent breakthroughs in wireless power transfer technology, mobility-assisted charging becomes more convenient and thus received much attention in academia. A handful of papers [1] - [17] have demonstrated the possibility of offering perpetual and stable power supplies to sensor networks via replenishing sensors with mobile wireless rechargers.
Previous studies customarily consider a scenario that one mobile charger serves the whole network. However, this method is inefficient in the sense that the charger has to waste much time in waiting for the power replenishment to finish. Nowadays chargers off the shelf normally charge batteries in few hours [27] . Even if we neglect the time spent in traveling among sensors, it still requires hundreds of hours to recharge hundreds of sensors. Consequently, some sensors may use up their energy before the charger visit them. As a result, one mobile charger can only maintain small scale sensor networks. In addition, the time expenses (and corresponding manpower expenses) for maintaining sensor networks with one mobile charger are also unaffordable.
Observing the limitation of power replenishment with one mobile charger, we propose a novel round-based simultaneous charging design which replenishes the network with multiple portable chargers carried by one mobile worker. Since wireless chargers off the shelf are small in size, a worker (e.g., a human being, robot, or vehicle) can carry multiple portable chargers and use them to simultaneously recharge multiple sensors. Consider a mobile worker carrying a number of K chargers. When arriving at a target region that requires charging, he/she visits K nearby sensors and drops one charger at each visited sensor. The K chargers then charge the K sensors simultaneously. The worker then waits a while for the chargers to finish charging. Afterwards, he/she revisits the K sensors again to recycle the chargers, which completes a charging round. Then the worker can leave for the next target region and start another round. Fig. 1 shows the 3 steps of a charging round wherein 4 sensors are replenished by a mobile worker.
We claim that this round-based simultaneous charging mode is much more efficient than traditional single-charger strategies widely absorbed in the previous studies. Firstly, as the novel design can concurrently charge multiple nearby sensors, it can significantly reduce waiting time (i.e., charging time) incurred per sensor. Secondly, the charging time can be overlapped with travelling time within a round, which further reduces the worker's working time. That is, in each round when some sensors are being charged, the worker can visit other sensors to deploy or recycle chargers. Since the cost of employing a mobile worker (e.g., paying salaries to human workers) is probably much higher than that of purchasing chargers, the proposed simultaneous charging strategy achieves much higher charging efficiency than the singlecharger strategy at the cost of only minor budget increases.
Based on the novel design, we first propose a region-based round clustering and combination method. This scheme can assist the allocation of rounds and help to minimize intraand inter-round working time. We then present two novel charging approaches called Periodic Multi-Charger (PMC) and On-Demand Multi-Charger (OMC). Both algorithms achieve high charging efficiency by simultaneously charging sensors with multiple chargers in each charging round. Specifically, PMC offers guaranteed and sustainable power supplies via periodic charging schedules. According to the schedules, on each workday the worker selectively charges a part of sensors such that for each sensor, the interval between every two consecutive charges is no greater than its required minimal charging interval. PMC is designed based on an assumption that the energy consumption of each sensor is comparatively stable. Prior works [4] - [13] considered such a situation. When the assumption does not hold (as studied in [8] ), we recommend to use OMC, which derives a charging schedule on each workday in real-time and is adaptive to the dynamism in energy consumption patterns. OMC exploits binary search to greedily seek a feasible solution which charges as many urgent sensors as possible.
Our contributions are multi-fold. Firstly, we for the first time propose a round-based simultaneous charging design, which replenishes sensors with a mobile worker carrying multiple portable chargers. Secondly, to minimize intraand inter-round working time, we propose region-based round clustering and combination techniques for round-based charging. Thirdly, with these novel designs, we solve periodic and on-demand charging problems with two novel algorithms, PMC and OMC, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work on the charging scenario where the sensor nodes are charged by one mobile worker with multiple portable chargers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III introduces the basic design of round-based simultaneous charging, including region-based round clustering and combination. Sections IV and V describes the proposed PMC and OMC algorithms, respectively. Section VI presents simulation results, with conclusion following in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
A number of studies on recharging wireless sensor networks have been reported in literature [1] - [17] . As a frontier work, Peng et al. [11] designed a wireless charging system for sensor networks, built a proof-of-concept prototype, and conducted experiments on the prototype to evaluate its feasibility and performance in small-scale networks. Li et al. [8] presented a joint routing and charging approach, which not only replenishes energy into the network but also effectively improves the network energy utilization through proactively guiding routing activities and delivering energy to where it is needed. Xie et al. [4] investigated a scenario where a mobile charging vehicle periodically visits and charges all nodes in a sensor network to enable perpetual network operations. They studied an optimization problem maximizing the ratio of the charging vehicle's vacation time over the cycle time. Reference [13] constructed a set of nested Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) tours based on the energy consumption rates of different nodes, and merely the nodes with low remaining energy are involved in each charging round. Peng et al. [14] studied an optimal scheduling problem in rechargeable sensor networks for stochastic event capture, i.e., how to jointly mobilize the charger for energy distribution and schedule sensors for optimal quality of monitoring. Liang et al. [1] proposed approximation algorithms with constant approximation ratios so that the sum of charging rewards collected from all charged sensors by the mobile charger per tour is maximized. All the aforementioned papers assumed that the whole network is served by only one mobile charger. Such a design may incur considerable charging time which deteriorates charging efficiency. In contrast, we propose to enhance charging efficiency at a low cost via employing one mobile worker carrying multiple portable chargers.
It has been observed that data collection with a mobile base station has significant advantages over a static one. Based on this observation, some prior works have dually used the mobile base station to carry the charger to simultaneously support mobile data collection and power replenishment. Xie et al. [5] investigated optimization problems for colocating the mobile base station on the wireless charging vehicle and minimized energy consumption of the entire system while ensuring none of the sensors runs out of energy. In another work, Xie et al. [6] re-examined the problem and went one step further by jointly optimizing traveling path, stopping points, charging schedule, and flow routing. Zhao et al. [10] also studied the joint optimization of effective energy charging and high-performance data collections. Their proposed algorithm searches for a maximum number of anchor points where sensors hold the least battery energy under limited tour length and maximizes data gathering performance with a distributed algorithm. Han et al. [2] designed a joint energy replenishment and data collection algorithm based on semi-Markov energy prediction model. Their algorithm divides the target region into multiple clusters and each cluster is handles by two mobile chargers. By and large, these prior works employed a multi-functional vehicle carrying a mobile base station and a charger to serve a sensor network with joint data collection and power replenishment.
Only few previous studies attempted to charge multiple sensors simultaneously for scalable network power supplies. Xie et al. [7] showed that multiple sensors can be simultaneously recharged by one charger with magnetic resonant coupling. Reference [7] utilized this multi-node wireless energy transfer technology to address charging problems in sensor networks. Nevertheless, wireless chargers off the shelf can only charge devices within one meter while normally multiple sensors are deployed at locations 50 to 100 meters from each other for economic considerations. Consequently, their solution is too ahead of its time as current charging technologies cannot support such a large charging coverage. In contrast, our multi-charger design is more realistic for multi-node charging as each portable charger can be placed at one node even if the nodes are sparsely deployed.
Another work close to ours is [12] , which exploited multiple mobile chargers to charge a sensor network. Reference [12] solved the problem with heuristics based on concepts borrowed from Named Data Networking. Different from [12] , we employ only one mobile charger to carry multiple portable chargers. Since the cost of a portable charger is probably much lower than the mobile carrier (either an robotic vehicle or a human being), we claim that our novel design can achieve the same high charging efficiency as [12] at a much lower cost. Moreover, in [12] the charging problem is on-demand, while in this paper we mainly investigate a periodic scheduling problem and we also consider dynamic cases wherein charging request patterns may vary with time.
III. ROUND-BASED SIMULTANEOUS CHARGING A. BASIC MODELS
The target wireless sensor network consists of many stationary energy rechargeable sensors. The sensors can be recharged by a mobile worker who carries a number of K wireless chargers. A charger is a power transmitter equipped with a resonant coil and a high capacity rechargeable battery to store sufficient energy. The mobile worker can place a charger at a sensor to replenish this sensor. It takes a period of time T C to fully recharge a sensor from zero capacity. The worker can recycle the charger after the charger finishes power replenishment. We assume that the worker is a human being. Although in many papers the charger is assumed to be carried by an unmanned robotic vehicle, yet in real life human workers are much more intelligent and are more adaptive to complex environments and sudden conditions than robots. For example, if sensors are deployed in buildings, the worker should be capable of opening and locking doors and can go upstairs or use lifts. It is still challenging for an off-the-shelf robotic vehicle to charge sensors in various complex environments. Therefore, in this paper we assume that the worker is a human who has limited working time per workday. Let this maximal working time be T D max . As sensors consume power in different speeds, on each workday the worker runs a charging tour in which the worker starts from a service station and travels across the network to selectively recharge some sensors depleting their energy. At the end of the tour he/she comes back to the service station in time. Fig. 2 shows an example of such a charging tour.
FIGURE 2. A charging tour.
We assume that the capacity of each charger is sufficiently large such that each charger can keep working throughout a workday.
B. OVERVIEW
The proposed charging scheme derives charging schedules which are executed over time slots, i.e., workdays. On each workday the worker runs a charging tour consisting of multiple charging rounds. For instance, in Fig. 2 , the tour consists of 4 rounds (R 1 to R 4 ). In each round the worker can simultaneously charge up to K sensors in its proximity, one charger for each sensor. The worker first visits the sensors that are to be charged and deploys a charger at each sensor. He/She then waits for the chargers to finish charging and returns to recycle the chargers. Afterwards he/she travels to the next target region and starts another round to distribute and recycle chargers. In each workday/tour, the worker can execute multiple rounds to charge many sensors such that the scheduled working time of each workday should be no greater than T D max . Fig. 1 shows the 3 steps of a round which charges 4 sensors.
In each round, the sequence to visit nodes and place chargers is a travelling salesman problem (TSP) [24] , which can be addressed by a TSP solver (e.g., Concorde TSP Solver [25] ). Let {n r 1 , n r 2 , . . . , n r K } be the sequence of visiting K nodes in round r. Let the distance travelled between sensors n i and n i be δ(n i , n i ), and the speed of the worker be v. The time for visiting the K nodes in round r can then be denoted as:
We assume that the sequence to recycle the chargers follows the same sequence to place the chargers. The total working time spent in one round is thus given as follows:
We can observe that if T C > t v (r), travelling time within a round can be completely overlapped with charging time, which further reduces the worker's working time. That is, in each round when some sensors are being charged, the worker can visit other sensors to deploy or recycle sensors. Even if T C < t v (r), when they are close, travelling time within a round can still be partially overlapped with charging time. The example in Fig. 2 depicts a tour containing 4 rounds, while the path in each round is shown as a nodelevel TSP. As shown in Fig. 2 , a complete charging tour consists of paths within the rounds and paths between the rounds. The path within each round is a circuit obtained by the TSP solver and incurs intra-round working time.
The paths between the rounds link all rounds (i.e., circuits) together and incur inter-round working time. We seek the paths between the rounds via a TSP with neighborhoods problem (TSPN) [26] . In TSPN, we are given a collection of disjoint subsets of vertexes in the plane, called neighborhoods, and we seek the shortest tour that visits each neighborhood, i.e., visits any vertex in each specified subset. In our charging problem, each round specifies a circuit path, which is indeed a neighborhood in TSPN. We assume that the worker can arrive at any node in each round and regard the node as the origin node of the round where the worker starts to distribute chargers. After power replenishment finishes, the worker returns to the origin node and leaves for the next round. In this case, seeking the shortest tour between the rounds, i.e., the shortest tour that visits all neighborhoods, is a TPSN. Such a problem has been proved to be NP-complete, and a handful of algorithms have been proposed to address it [24] . Hence, in this paper, we focus on how to organize regions, i.e., rounds (described in the rest of this section) and how to schedule charging tours (detailed in the next section) while the TSP problems are left to TSP solvers.
C. REGION-BASED ROUND CLUSTERING
A critical challenge of the problem is how to organize sensors into rounds and tours for efficient power replenishment. On the round level, traveling time within each round should be enough short such that it can be efficiently overlapped with sensor charging time. Otherwise, the worker will waste much time in distributing and recycling chargers. Therefore, each round should only contain sensors close to each other. Also, in next section we consider a periodic charging problem wherein the worker runs a charging tour on every workday. On the tour level, an intuitive strategy is to periodically charge the sensors with the same charge interval together in each tour. However, since we assume that the maximal working time per day is limited, it may be impossible to charge all the sensors with the same charge interval in one day. If the sensors with the same charge interval are sparsely located in different positions far from each other, the worker may waste much time in traveling across the network while only little time is left for charging sensors in each day. In this case, to minimize both intra-round and inter-round working time, we propose a region-based approach to assist the allocation of the charges. We employ a grid structure which evenly partitions the two-dimensional sensing field along x-and y-axis into square regions with the same size. Each sensor n i belongs to a region according to its coordinates. With the assistance of the regions, we are able to charge sensors close to each other in the same round and in the same day, which minimizes the total working time/travelling time. This is achieved in several ways. Firstly, sensors in the same region are initially assigned to the same round of a tour, which naturally guarantees that the travelling time within a round is enough short and can be efficiently overlapped with charging time. Secondly, as each region is small, possibly in many rounds less than K sensors are charged, which means the capability of parallel charging with all K chargers is not fully utilized. In this case, we design a round combination method, which combines small rounds into fewer and larger rounds that can fully utilize the K chargers for better resource utilization. Thirdly, for the design of PMC, we can stagger the charges of sensors in different regions far from each other onto different tours/workdays, which further minimizes interround travelling time.
D. ROUND COMBINATION
than the number of these rounds multiplying (K − 1), the round r is qualified for combination as in this case all sensors in round r can be migrated to neighbor rounds. Round r will be combined with rounds from its neighbor regions in an iterative way. Among all rounds of its neighbor regions, the round r which charges the fewest nodes is first selected for combination. We migrate nodes for round r to round r such that r is empty or r contains K nodes. Then the next round containing the fewest nodes among the rounds of r's neighbor regions is selected for combination. The combination on round r terminates once all sensors in round r are migrated to other rounds. Finally, time consumption in each round that receive sensors from round r is updated. If the sum of time increases in these rounds is no greater than the time consumption in round r before combination, the combination if round r contains less than K sensors and the sum of sensors in r and r's neighbor rounds is no greater than the number of these rounds multiplying (K − 1) then 4: while r is not empty do 5: select a round r 6: migrate sensors from r to r 7: end while 8: if the migration saves time then 9: dismiss r 10:
cancel combination operations on r 12: end if 13: end if 14: end for on round r is committed and round r is dismissed. Otherwise, the above combination operations are cancelled.
The selection of the region size is a trade-off. A larger region size implies possibly more intra-round travelling time incurred. A smaller region size may cause that fewer sensors are contained in a round, which leads to lower charging efficiency. Nevertheless, the round combination function can effectively mitigate the situation that a round contains insufficient sensors. In this case, we can choose a small region size to reduce intra-round travelling time. But notice that a small region size may achieve high performance at the cost of sacrificing algorithm complexity since the complexity increases as the number of regions grows.
IV. PERIODIC MULTI-CHARGER APPROACH
This section describes the Periodic Multi-Charger (PMC) approach and its pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2. PMC works based on repeated charging cycles. A cycle includes multiple workdays. The worker runs a charging tour in every workday of the cycle. Fig. 3 shows an example of a cycle containing 60 workdays. The shadow area represents the remaining time can be used in each tour/workday while the boxes denote the rounds. The worker iterates cycles to offer periodic energy supplies. That is, the charging tours of the same day of different cycles are the same. Let the length while periodicity condition is not fulfilled for batch b do
8:
while feasible charge c b j is not found do 10: attempt to assign a round for the charge c b end while 22: end while 23: remove batch b from the sensor list 24: end while 25: run Algorithm 1 for all days and update final schedules of a charging cycle be L days (L is a positive integer) and we consider the charging among interval [0, L − 1]. The cycle length L can either be the least common multiple of all τ (n)s, or be manually pre-determined based on possible realistic requirements. For example, one charging cycle may simply be 30 or 60 days for simplicity of management. We assume that both the sensing rate of each sensor and the routing paths of the network are fixed, which implies that each node consumes energy at a fixed rate. Accordingly, for each sensor, the time to deplete battery (i.e., minimal charging interval) is also fixed. We will relax the assumption of fixed energy consumption rate in the next section. Let τ (n) be the minimal charging interval for node n (in terms of workdays). To guarantee perpetual energy supplies, a node may be charged multiple times in every cycle to assure that the interval between every two consecutive charges of every node n is no greater than τ (n) days. For example, in Fig. 3 , sensors n 1 , n 3 , and n 7 are charged in the same round multiple times with a minimal charging interval of 8 days while sensors n 2 , n 5 , and n 8 are charged with an interval of 5 days. Let C n be the total number of charges of n in a cycle, c n j be the j-th (j = 1, 2, 3, ..., C n ) charge of n, and d(c i j ) be the workday that c n j executes in a cycle. We should guarantee the following periodicity condition for n:
We assume that at the very beginning all sensors are with full energy and the worker runs periodic charging tours from the first cycle. Then the nodes can keep operational forever once the periodicity condition is assured for each node. The objective of the algorithm is to derive a feasible charging tour for each workday in a charging cycle, respectively, such that for each sensor the above periodicity condition is assured while the total working time (i.e., tour time) of the worker is minimized. In the following subsections, we first present an overview of the main algorithm and then discuss other design issues in details.
A. MAIN ALGORITHM
The algorithm works by iteratively selecting sensors and allocating the charges of the nodes onto multiple workdays in a cycle to guarantee charging periodicity conditions. VOLUME 6, 2018 To enhance schedulability, the algorithm tends to first allocate nodes that are hard to efficiently schedule. To this end, the algorithm gives high priorities to the nodes with short charging periods as such nodes should be charged many times and have more chances to conflict with other nodes' charging schedules. The algorithm thus sorts the sensors in the nondecreasing order of their minimal charging intervals (τ ) and assigns charge for them according to the sequence. In each iteration, the algorithm schedules all sensors with the same charging interval τ (b) from the same region in a batch b. The algorithm then sorts each batch in the increasing order of charging intervals (τ ) and assigns charge for them according to the sequence. This process is different from the previous round combination in Section 3.2. In Sec. 3.2 directly combines round r and round r', but here the algorithm only combines sensors in different regions with the same (τ ) into one group. As sensors in one region are close to each other, the sensors in one batch are initially organized into the same round. To minimize travelling time, we hope that in each tour the worker only charges sensors which are comparatively close to each other. Based on this intuition, we aim to maximize the size of each batch. In this case, the algorithm approximates the periods of sensors before sorting them:
Since all sensors in batch b share the same τ and are located in the same region, they can be regarded as one sensor n in charge allocations where sensor n can be any sensor in batch b. The algorithm iterates to allocate multiple charges for each selected batch b over a cycle until the periodicity condition (i.e., Equation (3) 1 is scheduled, there is no other charge in the same batch that has been scheduled. Thus we need not check the periodicity condition for c b 1 . Therefore, the rescheduling procedure does not apply to the first charge. Instead, the offset selection procedure in Section IV-B selects a proper offset (i.e., workday) for the first charge c b 1 . Hence, Sections IV-C and IV-B are procedures called by the main algorithm to refine the solutions.
Once a workday selected for c b j , all sensors of the batch are assigned to an existing round associated to corresponding region on the day. Once no such a round exists or the round cannot accommodate all sensors of the batch, a new round is created to contain the batch. Also, the new rounds (if created) are added to the tour of the workday. The algorithm then calculates the time spent in the round and in that day, respectively via solving the two TSP problems. If the updated total time spent in one workday is no greater than T D max , the allocation of c b j is feasible and the current partial charging schedule is extended by adding the allocation of c b j , and the algorithm continues to allocate the next charge c b j+1 for batch b. Otherwise, the allocation of c b j is infeasible and the algorithm takes a series of measurements, which include Round Combination and Rescheduling. These details are presented in the following subsections. Once the periodicity condition is fulfilled, the next batch is selected for scheduling until all sensors are successfully scheduled. After all sensors are scheduled, the algorithm finally runs round combinations on every day to update final charging schedules.
B. OFFSET SELECTION
To stagger the charges of nodes which are far from each other to different days, we carefully assign offset f (n), which denotes the day of the first charge of sensor n in a cycle. Notice that as batch b can be regarded as one sensor in charge allocation, the following discussions on sensor n can apply to batch b. A default rule to schedule different charges of the same sensor is to schedule them onto days with an interval τ (n). Under this rule the sensor will be charged
times. Accordingly we aim to schedule the offset f (n) on a proper day such that the charges of sensor n can be staggered from the charges of sensors far from sensor n.
To this end, offset f (n) is selected among the days with the minimal s sum (d) value:
where d is an integer among [0, τ (n)) and s(d, g) is defined as: 
C. RESCHEDULING
Conflicts may frequently occur in charge assignment. The rescheduling mechanism can prevent the conflicts. By reallocating the failed charge onto another workday, multiple charges can be staggered. To guarantee the periodicity conditions and avoid rescheduling previously assigned charges 
V. ON-DEMAND MULTI-CHARGER APPROACH
PMC offers assurance that all sensors can keep operational forever without depleting their battery power. This requires that energy consumption rates of the sensors keep stable. Nevertheless, this assumption may not hold if network topology frequently changes. In practice, network topology may change once some nodes suffer malfunction or the failed nodes are repaired and restarted. The network topology changes cause variations in routing paths, which further lead to changes in energy consumption rates and required charging intervals. In this case, PMC must adapt to dynamism in network topology by frequently updating new solutions. Otherwise, some nodes may starve without timely replenishment. However, if network topology always changes, the periodic approach may not continuously work for a complement cycle. As a result, it may be meaningless to employ the periodic charging approach under this situation. To tackle this case, we design an on-demand charging approach called On-Demand Multi-Charger (OMC), which is regarded as a complement for the periodic approach. The on-demand approach offers flexible charging capability to replenish power according to real-time charging demands of sensors.
Algorithm 3 depicts the pseudocode of the on-demand approach. At the beginning of each workday, the algorithm determines the charging tour of that day. The algorithm tends to charge as many sensors as possible within T D max . Also, the nodes with less residual energy are more urgent to be charged and are thus given higher priorities. To achieve these design goals, the on-demand approach exploits binary search to greedily seek a feasible solution which charges as many urgent sensors as possible. Specifically, all nodes require charging are sorted in a list L S in the non-decreasing order of their residual energy. The algorithm charges the first N S sensors of L S , which is denoted as list L S 0 . Let N high denote the currently largest infeasible number of nodes are charged in the current tour. Let N low denote the currently smallest feasible number of nodes in the current tour. The algorithm maximizes N S via binary search.
For the current list L S 0 being examined, the algorithm cluster them into rounds based on their respective regions. That is, all nodes in one region are first clustered into one round. derive a schedule S 9: cluster them into rounds 10: if one region's sensors> K then 11: keep assigning sensors to it 12: else 13: sorted in the non-decreasing order of their residual energy 14: sequentially assigned to multiple rounds. 15: end if 16: solve TSP problems and calculate tour time t If in one region more than K sensors require charging, these sensors are first sorted in the non-decreasing order of their residual energy, and then sequentially assigned to multiple rounds. This process creates as few rounds as possible in the way that once a round contains less than K sensors, we will keep assigning sensors to it rather than creating a new round. Afterwards, the round combination function is triggered to combine the rounds. Afterwards, the algorithm runs TSP solver to calculate the total work time. According to whether the solution is feasible, the algorithm updates N S via binary search.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the proposed algorithms. The simulations are implemented with C++. To understand the merits of the PMC algorithms, we compare it with several baseline algorithms. To understand the merits of simultaneous power replenishment with K chargers, the first baseline, called OCA (short for One Charger Algorithm), is modified based on the proposed algorithm. In OCA, the worker is allowed to charge only one sensor at a time. OCA is thus similar to ESync [13] in the sense that in each TSP tour the worker sequentially charges some selected sensor which deplete their batteries. We are interested in two performance metrics, average total working time per day (in hours) and success ratio. Success ratio is defined as the number that an algorithm successfully schedules charges for all nodes over a cycle. Notice that to obtain total working time we relax the constraint of T D max . After relaxation, even if no feasible solution is obtained within T D max , we can still compare total working time for all algorithms. In the following experiments, we only vary one parameter at a time while keep other settings fixed. Due to limited space, Fig. 4 only presents 2 figures on success ratio while more details are presented in Fig. 5 , which depicts average working time versus 4 varying parameters.
As a first case, we vary the number of sensors from 100 to 500, which evaluates the scalability of our algorithm. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 4(a) . The results show that PMC constantly achieves the highest success ratio and requires the least working time when the number of sensors varies. This demonstrates the scalability of our algorithm. Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 4(b) depict the results with charging time T C varied from 0.125 to 2 hours. The figures show that when the charging time is small, the performance of PMC and other algorithms is quite close. This is reasonable as the benefits of PMC lie in simultaneous charging on multiple sensors. When the charging time is small, it is hard to simultaneously charge sensors. If charging is instantly finished, the proposed algorithm will be useless. Fig. 5(c) shows the results with the number of chargers K varied from 4 to 28. When K is small, the advantage of PMC over other algorithms is marginal. When K grows, the performance gap between PMC and other algorithms becomes significant. In addition, the performance of all algorithms stabilizes when K is greater than 16, which implies that the performance is saturated when K is large. Hence the worker need not carry too many chargers. Fig. 5(d) presents the results with the velocity of the worker varied from 1 to 7 m/s. It shows that when the velocity grows, the performance of the algorithms stabilizes. This is because when the velocity grows, the time consumed in the trip is minimized and thus the total working time is dominated by the charging time, which is irrelevant to the velocity. In conclusion, Fig. 4 and Fig .5 show that PMC outperforms the baseline algorithms by a clear margin under various scenarios. Specifically, PMC achieves the highest success ratio and requires the shortest average working time per day. Also, OCA delivers the poorest performance, which demonstrates the efficiency of employing multiple chargers. Further, NRC and NRes perform worse than PMC, which shows the effectiveness of round combination and rescheduling.
We then evaluate OMC by comparing it with the TSP solution in which the worker only carries one charger. The TSP solution is indeed a one-charger version of OMC. The basic simulation settings remain the same while the merely charging time T C is modified to 0.5 hour as more sensors can be charged in this case. We only vary one parameter at a time while keep other settings fixed. Fig. 6 depicts   FIGURE 5 . Evaluation of PMC: average working time per day. The results show that OMC constantly outperforms TSP in various scenarios. Fig. 6(a) presents the results with the number of sensors from 100 to 500. It shows that when the number of sensors grows, the sensing field becomes larger, and thus more time is consumed in travelling among sensors. Therefore, both algorithms charge fewer sensors. Fig. 6(b) shows the results with charging time T C varied from 0.125 to 2 hours. We can observe that when the charging time increases, more time is incurred in waiting for charging. Accordingly, fewer sensors are charged. Fig. 6(c) shows the results with the number of chargers K varied from 4 to 20. This figure shows the benefits of carrying multiple chargers. Fig. 6(d) depicts the results with the velocity of the worker varied from 0.25 to 4 m/s. It shows that OMC is more sensitive than TSP to the variation of velocity. A plausible explanation is that OMC incurs both inter-round and intra-round travelling time. When the velocity grows, both inter-round and intra-round time is saved. As a result, OMC is more sensitive than TSP to the growth of velocity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Observing the limitation of power replenishment with one mobile charger, this paper for the first time have proposed a round-based simultaneous charging design, which replenishes sensors with a mobile worker carrying multiple portable chargers. To minimize intra-and inter-round working time, we have presented region-based round clustering and combination. With these novel designs, we have addressed periodic and on-demand charging problems with two novel algorithms, PMC and OMC, respectively. 
